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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is done for a report to use a Data set as a data source? 

A. Ask the administrator to add the file as an external data source. 

B. Add the Data set to a Data Module. 

C. Add the Data set to a Framework Manager package. 

D. Add the Data set as a source on the report. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two items can the opposite edge Crosstab in a report? 

A. The value of a member 

B. A selected measure 

C. Member caption 

D. Node member 

E. Crosstab intersection 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

To optimize the user experience for dashboards and explorations. Framework Manager packages must be enriched.
Which statement is true about enriching Framework Manager packages? 

A. A developer can\\'t enrich a package that includes dimensionally modeled (DMR) relational objects. 

B. Framework Manager packages are automatically enriched when published to Cognos Analytics. 

C. To access the enrich package functionality, you need read/execute/traverse permissions for the package. 

D. In order to have enough data to support the Al-functions in your dashboards and explorations, the entire Framework
Manager package must be enriched. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A user complains that the table they\\'re using within a data module has too much historical data in it. The user would
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like to keep the old data available, but when using the table for any new reports would like to see only newer entries
based 

on an \\'Order Date\\' column. 

What does the developer need to do to accomplish this? 

A. Create a navigation path for the newer entries. 

B. Apply a filter to the "Order Date\\' attribute. 

C. Create a calculated \\'Order Date\\'. 

D. Create a copy of the table, and apply a filter to the \\'Order Date\\' attribute. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

In a report, which of the following is true when enabling the local cache property on a query? 

A. Local cache is only supported on batch re| 

B. Data is cached and may improve performance. 

C. A complete result set is cached for all queries in the model. 

D. The scalability of a report is negatively impacted. 

Correct Answer: A 
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